


This highlights the “human side of  animals and the animal side of  humans”. This story 
centers around a young man who was saved by a race of  magical camels who are half  
camel and half  man. It is a thrilling yet sad story of  how the Yassudis with the help of  

our young hero overcome the onslaughts of  evil men who threaten the very existence of  
these peaceful camels.The story is set in old Dubai (UAE).



PORQUITO, a little piglet who lands on Goan shores from Portugal, dreams of  
becoming a conqueror. But little does he know the fate of  his kin in Goa, and soon 

changes his dream to that of  being a ‹saviour› to his kind!



"The Magical Bone Flute" by Joseph Canisius Dias is a Magical adventure, The 
Finding of  an ancient bone flute on Jebel Huwayyah in the United Arab Emirates, marks 

the beginning of  an exciting yet fearful adventure for our young hero, Ahmad.
The story begins in a tiny village of  Nazwa, in Dubai, but ends with Ahmad being 

locked up in a funerary chamber of  an Egyptian pyramid! How does that happen? And 
Can he ever escape?



The KRAFTY KIDS book will Keep your kids creatively busy each day 
with the wonderful easy-to-learn craft ideas.
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The KRAFTY KIDS book will Keep your kids creatively busy each 
day with the wonderful easy-to-learn craft ideas.



This book is not written for the pleasure of  reading. 
The intention is to get us started in the process of  lamp making through 

simple step by step illustrated instructions. Most of  the materials needed for 
the process (apart from the handmade paper and the cane) can be found at the 

local hardware or grocery stores. 



"Dona Paula" by Joseph Canisius Dias is more than just a historical romance novel set in Goa's 
Portuguese colonial days--it is a fine example of  quality writing about a young lady and an army officer. 
Paula, The lady-in-waiting to Lino's wife discovers the Captain's wife in an adulterous act with another 
man; Threatened, Herodiana is determined to get rid of  her at any cost. With the careful weaving of  

true history with romance, "Dona Paula" is truly a pleasure to read.



"Nursery Rhyeme Kit"
Nursery Colour Book, Nursery Ryhme Book, Nursery Flash Cards & wall chart
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